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978 1 77007 799 7

A wide range of bird books, from field guides to collections of bird calls and bird 
narratives. Covers the spectrum of bird ID, behaviour, how to find birds, attract 
them and identify their calls. See also our series guides on pages 18–21.

978 1 77584 449 5
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978 1 77007 879 6 (PVC)

978 1 77007 589 4

978 1 77007 942 7978 1 77007 876 5
978 1 77007 878 9 (PVC)
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Comprehensively illustrated,  
and trusted by leading bird guides

NewmaN’s classic iD guiDes

978 1 77007 925 0 (Softcover)
978 1 77007 927 4 (PVC)

978 1 77007 926 7 (Softcover)
978 1 77007 928 1 (PVC)

ALSO AVAILABLE
SASOL BIRDS OF 
SOUTHERN AFRICA 
IV LARGER EDITION

978 1 77584 099 2

GUIDE TO BIRDS 
OF THE kRUGER 
NATIONAL pARk  
attractive and handy field 
guide listing more than 
500 species that have 
been recorded in the 
KNP. Provides full-colour 
photographs, detailed 
distribution maps and 
succinct information on  
400 of these – all the 
species that a visitor is likely 
to encounter in the park. 

978 1 43170 085 1

978 1 77584 519 5

guiDe to seabirDs of southerN africa
focusing exclusively on the 132 bird species that occur around the 
southern african coastline and adjacent southern ocean. a must-have 
for birders along the region’s extensive coastline.

SASOL BIRDS OF SOUTHERN 
AFRICA IV    
written by a team of highly respected 
authorities, namely ian sinclair, Phil hockey, 
warwick tarboton and Peter ryan, and 
illustrated  by Norman arlott and Peter hayman. 

300 EASy-TO-SEE 
BIRDS IN SOUTHERN 
AFRICA
introduces 300 of the 
region’s easiest-to-see birds, 
using a combination of 
artwork, photographs and 
straightforward text.

978 1 77584 126 5 978 1 77584 172 2

BIRDS

TOP 
SELLER

TOP 
SELLER



978 1 92054 483 6 978 1 77007 076 9

garDeN birDs  
iN south africa
Profiles 101 garden birds likely to be found in 
gardens across southern africa – tells what to 
look and listen for, and where and when.
  a hands-on guide to planning a bird-friendly 
garden

 Detailed plant lists for attracting birds
 full-colour photographs and illustrations
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Bill with arched upper mandible The arched upper mandible of this group of birds provides greater strength to the 

bill, which can then be used for digging in the soil for bulbs and insects. This is 

particularly so in some species of francolin where the upper mandible is noticeably 

longer than the lower one, creating a hoe-like bill.Families that exemplify this are swamphen, spurfowl/francolin, quail, guineafowl, 

some coucals (others have a hooked tip, such as the Black Coucal), cuckoos (the bill 

can be slightly hooked at the tip), and ravens, which have a very ‘deep’ bill from top 

to bottom.

Spear or dagger-shaped billA number of families have a long, straight bill resembling a spearhead or dagger. 

However, it is interesting that few species actually spear their prey! These birds are 

usually water feeders and catch fish, frogs and similar prey. 
Herons, egrets and darters have long necks that can be used to shoot the bill 

forward to capture prey swimming in the water, while gannets, tropicbirds and terns 

dive down into the water from flight. Kingfishers dive from a perch or while hovering 

for fish and frogs, and dry-land kingfishers pounce on prey from a perch. Several 

storks have spear-like bills although there is some variation; similarly with cranes 

(also note their different head shapes). African Finfoot swim along picking insects 

off plants near water level. Woodpeckers are an interesting example – the bill is 

flattened laterally and is chisel-shaped for digging into dead wood. Crows generally 

have a spear-shaped bill but there is some variation among these omnivorous birds.
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Mitzeerie
Bridelia micrantha
Average 8–12m; Dedicuous
A medium-sized, fast-growing 
tree native to the warm 
lowveld, the KwaZulu-
Natal coast and eastern 
Zimbabwe, but it may grow 
in north-facing Gauteng 
gardens provided it gets enough 
water and is protected from frost for its 
first two years. In its natural range it often 
grows close to water and can survive regular 
waterlogging. In autumn its foliage turns beautiful shades of amber and 
rust. The small berries are taken by white-eyes and other frugivores.

Cape HoneysuCkle
Tecoma (Tecomaria) capensis 
Average 2–4m; Semi-deciduous
This scrambler will crawl 
into other shrubs and 
bushes if not regularly 
pruned. Fast-growing, it 
roots from pendulous 
branchlets, forming a 
thicket. Occurs along 
the coast from Hermanus 
to northern KwaZulu-Natal and 
inland through the lowveld. It is able to withstand frost and is one of the 
most widely cultivated native plants in southern Africa. The tubular flowers 
attract sunbirds throughout summer; best grown in full sun.

keurbooM
Virgilia oroboides 
Average 6–8m; Semi-deciduous
Native to the southern Cape, this 
is a slender, fast-growing pioneer 
tree of temperate forests that does 
well in full sun and can provide 
quick cover and shade in developing 
gardens. The canopy is sparse, 
allowing plenty of light to reach plants 
below. Does not have a long life, however, 
usually dying at about 12 years, but saplings will 
have begun to grow below it by then. In the bird 
garden, its main benefit is providing structure and form. The lilac 
flowers are visited by large nectar-seeking carpenter bees.

potato busH
Phyllanthus reticulatus 
Scrambles up to 8m; Semi-deciduous
A scrambler that reaches into 
larger trees, but can be clipped 
into a small bush. Native to the 
lowveld and the KwaZulu-Natal 
coast, as well as Zimbabwe and 
northern Botswana. It occurs 
along rivers or in thickets around 
termite mounds. From June to August it 
produces small, waxy green flowers that release a delicious baked potato 
scent and, for those who enjoy this, it is reason enough to cultivate the 
plant. The small aniseed-sized berries are deep purple when ripe and are 
relished by bulbuls, thrushes, barbets and starlings.

karee
Searsia (Rhus) lancea
Averages 3–5m; Evergreen
A medium-sized, open-
branched tree that often 
assumes an interesting 
shape, with graceful 
arching branches. Occurs 
over much of South 
Africa, as well as southeastern 
Botswana and central Namibia, but is absent 
from the southwestern Cape and the warm 
lowveld. However, it can be grown virtually anywhere. Fast-growing and 
able to withstand extreme frost and drought, its main appeal for birds is 
as a structure for nesting and perching. 

Dune Crowberry
Searsia (Rhus) crenata
Average 2–4m; Evergreen
This is a compact, dense 
shrub able to withstand 
sea spray and strong 
winds. It forms a neat 
hedge if clipped and is 
thus a perfect nesting 
place for mousebirds and 
others. The small berries 
appear in profusion during winter and 
feed multitudes of bulbuls, white-eyes 
and many more. The foliage is attractive and 
has a spicy scent when broken or clipped.
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101 GARDEN BIRDS
These are the birds most likely to appear in suburban gardens 

in the main towns and cities in southern Africa. This is both an 

identification guide and a source of interesting information on 

these familiar birds.

In selecting the 101 species that follow, an attempt 
has been made to be as representative of as 
many parts of the region as possible. Birds such 
as the Cape Robin-chat and Spotted Eagle-Owl 
occur in and around most of southern Africa, while 
others such as the Scaly-feathered Finch and Cape 
Sugarbird are restricted to specific regions, yet they 
are common and conspicuous garden birds within 
their comparatively small ranges. In several of the 
accounts, mention is made of similar species to 
which the featured bird is related or with which it 
might be confused. 

The species are arranged so that similar birds 
are featured opposite or close to one another, 
rather than attempting to follow the sequence 
of current field guides and checklists, as these 
taxonomic arrangements are anyway in an 
unresolved state. 

Where known, the longevity is given for  
each bird species. This information is based on data 

collected from bird-ringing studies co-ordinated by 
SAFRING (see p.186), and it will come as a surprise 
to most readers that a tiny Cape White-eye can 
live up to 12 years or that a Cape Robin-chat might 
reach the age of 17. However, the ages given are 
maximums, not averages, with most individuals not 
living for that period of time.

Average size is indicated at the top of each 
species account. The bird’s silhouette is given 
relative to that of one of three well-known birds – 
the Cape Sparrow, Cape Turtle Dove or Helmeted 
Guineafowl – which should allow you to guage 
their size in the field.

Cape 
Sparrow 

14cm

Cape  
Turtle Dove 

27cm

Helmeted 
Guineafowl 

50cm

Southern Boubou 
Hermanus, Western Cape
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MAMMALS WILDLIFE
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978 1 77584 111 1 978 1 77584 112 8 978 1 77007 913 7

STUARTS’ FIELD GUIDE TO THE LARGER 
MAMMALS OF AFRICA
this new edition has been extensively revised, expanded  
and redesigned and includes:
 the most recent research and taxonomy
 revised distribution maps and many new images
 colour-coded grouping of orders
 size icons and track illustrations
  detailed descriptions of each species, offering insight into 
key identification characters, typical behaviour, preferred 
habitat, food choice, reproduction and longevity

 whales and dolphins now featured too

Mammals

978 1 86872 582 3

978 1 92054 485 0
978 1 77007 157 5

978 1 77007 632 7 978 1 77007 891 8 978 1 77584 338 2 978 1 77584 062 6

a handy, informative guide to south 
africa’s famously diverse and richly 
populated parks and reserves. 
indispensable for exploring the 
country’s best and most accessible 
conservation areas.
 information panels cover 

climate, highlights, activities and 
facilities
 more than 1,000 photographs 

and maps

Wildlife

978 1 77584 611 6

STUARTS’ FIELD GUIDE TO NATIONAL pARkS  
& NATURE RESERVES OF SOUTH AFRICA

These include field guides, narrative accounts and visual extravaganzas: for 
identification, for understanding behaviour or simply for relishing the variety  
and beauty of the region’s mammals.  See also our series guides on pages 18–21.

978 1 77584 274 3

Struik Nature’s wildlife books present the vast range  
of animal and plant species found across the region.  
See also our series guides on pages 18–21.

NEW EDITION
– REVISED &

UPDATED

NEW – 
October 

2018

TOP 
SELLER

TOP 
SELLER

TOP 
SELLER



978 1 92057 253 2978 1 77007 955 7978 1 77584 019 0

978 1 92057 241 9

REpTILES & AMpHIBIANS

76

TRACkER MANUAL
A practical guide to animal tracking in  
southern Africa
  based on information developed with the help of 
southern africa’s few remaining traditional trackers  
and their centuries-old wisdom in the field

  covers more than 160 different animals
  wide-ranging, from carnivores, herbivores and primates 
through to the smaller rodents, hares, amphibians, 
reptiles, birds and even insects

  clear, bulleted text teamed with multiple photos  
of each animal and its tracks and signs

978 1 77007 360 9 978 1 86825 896 3

See also our series guides on pages 18–21.

978 1 77584 335 1

WILDLIFE

uNDerstaNDiNg 
elePhaNts 
 guidelines for ensuring safe  

& enjoyable encounters
 explains the behaviour, 

communication & interaction of 
these sensitive, intelligent giants
 flags early warning signs  

& gives emergency advice
 written by the elephant 

specialist advisory group

978 1 77584 341 2

These books, of varying complexity, explore reptiles and amphibians, their 
behaviour and habits. See also our series guides on pages 18–21.

9781 77584 023 7 978 1 77007 914 4

978 1 77007 375 3978 1 77007 386 9978 1 86872 932 6

978 1 77584 024 4

978 1 86872 933 3

FROGS OF SOUTHERN AFRICA –  
A COMpLETE GUIDE
Now revised and updated, this guide remains the most 
authoritative and comprehensive treatment of the frogs of the 
region ever produced, covering all aspects of frog and tadpole 
biology and behaviour.
 Detailed illustrative keys to finding frog and tadpole groups
 lavishly illustrated; more than 100 new photographs added
  calls instantly available via Qr codes and downloadable from 
a dedicated website – www.frogbook.co.za 

  most authoritative treatment of southern african frogs  
and toads

Reptiles & Amphibians

Scan QR codes 
to access  
frog calls!

NEW 
UPDATED 
EDITION

978 1 77584 544 7

TOP 
SELLER



DRAGONFLIES 
& DAMSELFLIES  
OF SOUTH 
AFRICA 
Presents all 162 
species of dragonfly 
and damselfly that 
occur in south 
africa. Detailed, 
fascinating, 
beautifully 
presented.

liViNg shores
a classic among science students since it was first 
published in 1981, but also embraced by a popular 
market for its fascinating insights into marine and 
coastal habitats and the life they support.  
  Now revived and thoroughly reworked to 
incorporate the many changes in and along  
our oceans and coasts over the past decades

  a holistic insight into our fascinating marine 
ecosystems

  well supported by colour photographs,  
illustrations, diagrams and charts

 Popular science, perfect for home and students

978 1 43170 081 3
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3 Rocky shores
And I have loved thee, Ocean! And my joy of youthful sports was on thy 

breast … I wantoned with thy breakers … and if the freshening sea made 

them a terror, ’twas a pleasing fear.

Lord Byron

Intertidal rocky shores are perfect natural laboratories for 

scientists and happy hunting grounds for beachcombers 

and bent-pin ‘wannabe’ fishers. They are accessible during low 

tide and span a huge physical gradient between land and sea. 

Life is abundant, diverse and visible, and it is easy to explore 

ecological effects experimentally. Small wonder that rocky 

shores have been called ‘a cauldron of scientific ferment’ by 

Bruce Menge, spawning a multitude of concepts.

Three major factors shape communities on rocky shores: 

(1) an increase in physical stress from the low shore to the high 

shore, leading to zonation; (2) the intensity of wave action, which 

influences community composition; and (3) an increase in water 

temperature and a decline in productivity from west to east.

Between the tides
Intertidal rocky shores are stressful places in which to live. 

Imagine being submerged in cold water and experiencing the 

might of wave action (Fig. 3.1) twice a day when the tide rises; 

then being exposed to the air during low tides, heated by the 

blazing sun to 45°C and losing up to 70% of your body water 

through evaporation. Humans die if they lose about 15% of 

their water or experience 36°C for a few hours! Stresses from 

heat and water loss increase from low shore to high shore, and 

species with different tolerances live at different heights on 

the shore, establishing distinct zones. Such zonation was first 

described by Alan and Anne Stephenson for southern African 

shores, but is universal. 

On most rocky shores it is possible to recognise four zones 

(Figs 3.2, 3.3). Few species live high on the shore, but tiny 

littorinid periwinkles are abundant there and give their name 

to the Littorina Zone. Below this, down to about the midtide 

mark, lies the Upper Balanoid Zone, where animals such as 

limpets and barnacles predominate (the zone has inherited 

the scientific name for a common resident barnacle – Balanus). 

Further down there is an algal-dominated zone, supporting a 

variety of algae, limpets and mussels, called the Lower Balanoid 

Zone. At the bottom of the shore, algal beds form an obvious 

band called the Infratidal Zone. 

Low on the shore, wave action and interactions among 

species play major roles in controlling where species can 

live and how abundant they are. Higher up, sheer survival 

of heat and water loss is more important than the interplay 

between species.

Fig. 3.2 Zones exist on rocky shores, occupied by distinctive species.

Fig. 3.3 The west coast is exuberantly crowded with life, and 

competition contributes to zonation.Fig. 3.1 (opposite) Cape Point – the might of wave action, which 

powerfully influences the communities that live on rocky shores.
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sodium ions neutralise the negative charges, and the particles 
form clusters that sink – a process called ‘fl occulation’. When 
a river fl oods, it scours out the accumulated sediments and 
deepens the mouth, helping to keep it open. 

The total amount of water in an estuary depends on tidal 
exchange, river fl ow, rainfall on the estuary, underground 
seepage, and evaporation from the surface. The larger the 
inputs relative to the losses, the greater the chance the mouth 
will remain open.

The health of an estuary depends vitally on su�  cient 
freshwater input to counter evaporation and prevent the 
system drying up, plus periodic fl oods to remove accumulated 
sediment. About 40% of the water that once entered estuaries 
is now removed or held in dams; wise management is necessary 
to maintain estuarine health.

Salinity
Salinity is the second most important factor a� ecting 
estuaries. Normally, there is a gradient from seawater (35‰) 
at the mouth to freshwater at the head, but conditions are 
constantly changing, depending on the tides, seasons and 
rainfall (Fig. 5.15). When the mouth is open, rising tides push 
seawater up the estuary, while ebb tides herald its retreat. Rains 
dilute the salt, and fl oods may fi ll the estuary with freshwater; 

Fast-fl owing upper sections of rivers erode sediment and deposit 
it as fl uvial sandbanks in the calm conditions of estuaries. The 
amount of sediment depends on the geology of the catchment. 
Unconsolidated sand and softer rocks such as shales and 
mudstones yield large amounts of sediment and lead to wide, 
shallow estuaries with large fl oodplains and salt marshes. Hard 
rocks such as granite and sandstones surrender less sediment, 
and their steep-sided valleys rarely support salt marshes. 

Marine sediments are transported alongshore by coastal 
currents and driven towards the shore by waves. With each 
rising (fl ood) tide, these sediments enter estuaries, forming 
a fl ood-tide delta inside the mouth (Figs 5.2B, 5.12). With 
the falling (ebb) tide, sediments are carried out again and 
form an ebb-tide delta outside the mouth, or are shifted away 
by currents. Because the fl ood tide tends to rise faster than 
the ebb tide falls, it carries more sediment, so marine sand 
accumulates, building up a bar or ‘berm’ across the mouth. 

Sediments also accumulate when plants grow, die and lay 
down organic deposits. The amounts are small compared with 
marine and riverine inputs, but rich in organic matter, forming 
an important food source. Tiny particles in river water remain 
suspended because they are light. They are also negatively 
charged, so they repel each other and do not clump together. 
This all changes in salty water, where the positive charges of 

Factors infl uencing estuaries
Biogeography
Rainfall, geology, sediment availability and temperature all vary around the 
coast, causing distinctive variations in estuarine plants and animals. Three 
main patterns emerge. First, rain is sparse on the arid west coast, year-round 
in the south, and heavy and concentrated in summer on the east coast 
(Fig. 1.22). Estuaries are therefore scarce in the west. Second, the number of 
species rises from the west to the east. Third, the west, south and east coasts 
each harbour di� erent suites of species.

Mouth status
The most important factor infl uencing estuaries is whether the mouth 
remains open or not. There is a continuous exchange of life between the sea 
and the estuary while the mouth is open, and permanently open estuaries 
support more species than temporarily open/closed ones (Fig. 5.11). Open 
estuaries receive nutrients from both sea and river (Fig. 5.12), and are often 
nutrient-rich and support abundant phytoplankton. Closed estuaries receive 
fewer nutrients, but their waters are calm and clear, so microscopic plants on 
the sediment (microphytobenthos) thrive at the expense of phytoplankton. 
Salt marshes grow best in open, tidal estuaries but often die in closed estuaries 
where fl oods and droughts set water levels. The whole food chain therefore 
shifts depending on whether the mouth is open or closed.

What keeps a mouth open? This depends on the sediment and water 
budgets (Figs 5.13, 5.14). Sediment enters estuaries from rivers and from the sea. 

Fig. 5.8  Piesang Estuary, a temporarily open/closed estuary, is a mere trickle 
behind Beacon Isle Hotel. Keurbooms Estuary in the background is tide-
dominated. Its permanently open mouth migrates up and down the sand spit separating the lagoon from the sea.
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Fig. 5.9  Storms River in Tsitsikamma has cut a 
deeply incised valley through hard bedrock and 
is a nonbarred estuary, permanently open 
because marine sediments never accumulate 
at the mouth.

Fig. 5.10  Sandwich Harbour in Namibia is an 
estuarine embayment, as it lacks a river and 
receives freshwater from seepage beneath the 
magnifi cent dunes.

Fig. 5.11  Invertebrate 
diversity related to estuarine 
mouth condition.
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Fig. 5.12  Kosi Estuary dramatically illustrates sediment gains and losses.
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Fig. 5.13  Sediment budget of an estuary.

Fig. 5.14  Water budget of an estuary.
Fig. 5.15  Salinity usually drops upstream in estuaries, but is 
infl uenced by tidal phase, season, drought and fl ood.
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INSECTS & OTHER INVERTEBRATES

These titles showcase the insects, spides and other invertebrates  
of the region. See also our series guides on pages 18–21.

978 1 77584 184 5

9 781 77584 198 2 9 781 77584 224 8

978 1 86872 724 7

978 1 77007 061 5

978 1 86872 804 6

978 1 77007 801 7978 1 86872 944 9

Insects & other Invertebrates

978 1 77584 124 1

INSECTOpEDIA / INSEkTOpEDIE
reveals the fascinating and infinitely varied world of insects, 
exploring their intriguing behaviour and biology.
  more than 700 photographs, many depicting seldom 
photographed insect behaviours

 clear, concise text and a range of feature and fact boxes
 includes an iD section with photographs and line illustrations
 the author, erik holm, is well known for his radio talks on insects

978 1 77584 018 3 978 1 77584 275 0

Marine & Freshwater
These titles explore both  marine and freshwater habitats: their composition and 
what lives in them. Titles range from ID guides to more detailed studies of the 
various ecosystems. See also our series guides on pages 18–21.

NEW 
UPDATED 
EDITION

978 1 77584 505 8

TOP 
SELLER

NEW –  
a must for 

anglers



978 1 77007 911 3 978 1 77007 912 0 978 1 77584 125 8 978 1 77007 888 8

978 1 77007 240 4

978 1 86872 389 8

978 0 98699 268 1         

978 0 98699 267 4

978 1 77584 115 9

TREES AND pLANTSMARINE & FRESHWATER

1110

978 1 86872 643 1

978 1 77584 102 9

the aNNotateD olD fourlegs
the updated story of the coelacanth
the discovery in 1938 of a living coelacanth – a 
400-million-year-old fish known only from fossil 
remains, and thought to have been long extinct 
– created a world-wide sensation. famous fish 
scientist Jlb smith’s dramatic account of these 
events in Old Fourlegs turned him into a cult figure 
and put south african science on the world map. 
  mike bruton’s The Annotated Old Fourlegs is 
based on a facsimile reprint of the entire  
original book

  margin notes provide interesting comments, 
updates and additional material, bringing smith’s 
account vividly back to life

  illustrated and attractively presented in  
this new, full-colour edition

Broad coverage of trees, plants and wild flowers is presented in  
a range of formats. See also our series guides on pages 18–21.

Trees, plants & grasses

978 1 77584 370 2

the fishy smiths 
the first comprehensive biography of Jlb 
& margaret smith, a remarkable couple of 
scientists who changed the course of the 
biological sciences. 
Jlb (as he was widely known) was an 
intense, irascible eccentric and is famous 
for having identified the first living 
coelacanth, found in 1938, and previously 
known only from the fossil record. 

this story, awash with adventure, travel, 
discovery, risk-taking and near-death 
experiences, details their punitive work 
ethic, rugged lifestyle and astonishing 
productivity.978 1 77584 646 8

978 1 77584 499 0

NEW – 
September 

2018

TOP 
SELLER



978 1 77007 758 4 978 1 77584 039 8

978 1 77584 590 4

978 1 77007 587 0 978 1 77007 462 0978 1 77007 662 4 978 1 775841 31 9 (PVC)

TREES AND pLANTS
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FIELD GUIDE TO FyNBOS
 revised and updated edition 2018
 features over 1,000 fynbos species
  focuses on the most commonly seen and 
those with particularly showy flowers

 concise text, full-colour photos 
  a key to the fynbos of the region enables 
iD of a vast array of indigenous plants

GARDENING WITH NATURE
this colourful book details:
 how to plant and maintain  

a garden 
 how to attract indigenous wildlife
 how to create nesting and 

breeding opportunities for the 
many creatures that frequent a 
‘friendly’ environment – from high-
rise balconies to smallholdings
 Packed with ideas and 

information

978 1 92054 400 3 978 1 77007 910 6

NEW 
UPDATED 
EDITION

TREES AND pLANTS

978 1 77584 518 8

978 1 77584 483 9 (PVC)

FIELD GUIDE TO SUCCULENTS  
IN SOUTHERN AFRICA
this user-friendly, richly illustrated guide,  
with over 1,700 colour photographs, features  
more than 700 southern african succulents,  
focusing on the most interesting and commonly 
encountered species.
 colour photos of all species covered
 Distribution maps show occurrence in the region
 authoritative text describes key iD features
  suggests planting solutions for gardens at a time  
of ongoing water restrictions

GARDENER’S GUIDE 
INDIGENOUS GARDEN pLANTS
  what to plant, when and where to attract 
local birds and wildlife

 tips on how best to use indigenous species
 icons for quick reference to key information
 full-colour photographs
  handy pocket guide format for easy 
reference at the nursery

978 1 77584 458 7
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STONECROP FAMILY

Plakkie-familie

The family Crassulaceae is a large one, with 

about 1,200 species spread across more than 

30 genera. It is probably the most widespread 

of all the major succulent plant families and 

has a near-cosmopolitan distribution range. 

It is found virtually throughout southern 

Africa, from the western Atlantic Ocean and 

eastern Indian Ocean coasts, northwards to 

the Kunene, Okavango and Zambezi rivers, 

and well beyond.

While the succulent representatives of 

the Aloe family (Asphodelaceae) are more 

often than not rosette plants, Plakkies, 

the common name by which many 

Crassulaceae species are popularly known, 

usually have pairs of thick, coin-shaped 

to elongated leaves carried on branches 

and stems that range from thin and wiry 

to thick and fat. But of course for a family 

that has many hundreds of species dispersed 

across several continents, this is a variable 

group that has vastly different stem and 

leaf morphologies. Flower shape and size 

are also very different across the numerous 

genera included in the family. However, 

the way in which the tips of the petals 

are usually fl ared open at the mouth is 

reminiscent of a four- or fi ve-pointed star.

Several species of Crassulaceae are locally 

known to be poisonous to livestock, and small 

stock, in particular, can die from krimpsiekte 

after ingesting Cotyledon orbiculata, for 

example. This same species can be used to 

treat boils and warts in humans, though.

CRASSULACEAE
Adromischus alstonii

Bulbees

Robust plants with clustered leaves, 

which in mature plants are found 

lifted slightly above the ground on their thick, few-

branched stems. Leaves are large, broad, fl at and 

paddle-like, often uniformly coloured blue-green 

to olive-brown but at times with maroon spots. 

Flowering occurs during summer when a spike-

like head is produced, presenting brownish-green 

tubular fl owers that have white to pinkish petal 

lobes. Plants grow in shallow soil at the edge of 

rock sheets or in crevices, either in the open or in 

the shade of scrub. Occurs in Namaqualand and the 

Richtersveld to southern Namibia.

Adromischus cooperi

Bontplakkie

Plants mostly grow singly as erect clusters of chisel-shaped leaves, 

each about 6cm high with a wavy and horny margin along the 

squared-off tips. Leaves are smooth and blue-green, usually with many dark green 

or purple spots, especially towards the tips. Plants fl ower during early summer, the 

buds clearly grooved between the petals. When open, fl owers are cylindrical, pale pink 

with a thick powdery bloom, and with petal lobes pink, sometimes deep red along 

the margins. This species grows in rock crevices on shady southern aspects, or below 

other plants, especially in shallow soils at the edges of rock sheets. Although quite 

limited in its overall distribution, this species can be 

locally abundant. Known from around Graaff-Reinet, 

Zuurberg and Queenstown.

Selected forms 

of the European 

Common houseleek, 

Sempervivum tectorum, 

predominate in these 

trays of succulents 

offered for sale in the 

United Kingdom.

The Navel wort, 

Umbilicus rupestris, has a 

broad distribution range 

in parts of the northern 

hemisphere. Here it 

grows on a rock wall in 

central Portugal.

The pendent 

cerise fl owers 

of Kalanchoe 

unifl ora, an 

epiphyte of 

deeply shaded 

rainforest in 

Madagascar

A dangling, 

leafy stem of the 

Mexican Sedum 

burrito. The jelly-

bean-shaped 

leaves are a 

light sea-green 

colour, while the 

fl owers are pink.

Sedella pumila, 

here growing 

in the Yosemite 

National Park in 

California, USA, 

forms dense 

mats of small 

rosettes.
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978 1 77584 367 2

TOP 
SELLER



978 1 77584 287 3

978 1 86872 738 4

Star identification as well as an understanding of 
our universe are presented for general readership.

978 1 77007 859 8 978 1 77007 215 2

 978 1 77584 545 4

Astronomy

Sky GUIDE  
AFRICA SOUTH
for novice, amateur and 
professional astronomers, 
Sky Guide Africa South 
is an annual publication. 
it’s a practical resource 
covering the upcoming 
year’s planetary 
movements, predicted 
eclipses, meteor showers 
– any events and facets of 
the night sky that change 
annually – as well as star 
charts for identifying stars 
and constellations. 

An annual 
publication, this 
is an invaluable 
resource and  
‘… an absolute 
must for first-
time star-gazers 
and professional 
astronomers alike.’

ASTRONOMy

978 1 86872 985 2978 1 77007 148 3 978 1 77007 065 3

Geology and popular science
Books about geology, evolution, ecology and related popular science themes 
make complex subjects accessible to the general reading public.

978 1 77007 585 6

geological woNDers  
of Namibia 
 a stunning depiction of geology in Namibia 
 combines beautiful photography with clear 

explanations of how landscapes formed
 includes the early beginnings of the earth, 

meteorites, canyons and limestone caves, vast 
desert landscapes, moonscapes and bizarrely 
shaped rocks, and Namibia’s astonishing 
underwater lakes and reservoirs

978 1 77584 294 1

60    FOSSILS AND FOOTPRINTS

Geological wonders of namibia     61

750–190 million  
years ago

chapter 6

Stepping into dinosaurs’ footprints on the Etjo 
Sandstone Formation (dated 190 Ma) can transport 
one back to the days of the popular movie, Jurassic 
Park. These tridactyl marks belonged to a theropod 
dinosaur that wandered in the area well before it 
was named the Otjihaenamaparero Farm in the 20th 
century. The site is located northeast of Omaruru.

Fossils and  
footprints

Palaeontology is the study of the living 
forms of past geological times, based 
on the fossilized remains of plants and 
animals. A relatively recent science, dating 
from the early 20th century, palaeontology 
enables the reconstruction of vanished 
living environments and the lines of 
descent of living beings across numerous 
mass exctinctions that have occurred 
throughout history. Fossils are, therefore, 
passports to exploring the ancient history 
of our world. 

6.  Fossils & footprints.indd   60-61
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GEOLOGy AND pOpULAR SCIENCE

978 1 77584 294 1

1514

NEW – 
November 

2018

96 star maps 
for observing 
the southern 

skies



978 1 77007 485 9

978 1 43170 082 0

978 1 77007 062 2

978 1 92057 250 1

978 1 77584 098 5

africa’s toP 
geological sites 
features 44 of the continent’s 
most spectacular and interesting 
geosites, from table mountain in 
the south to the eroded necks 
and plugs of the hoggar region 
in algeria; and from the volcanic 
islands of the atlantic ocean to 
the continental fragments off the 
african east coast.
  where to find these geosites 
and how to interpret them

  maps and satellite images 
throughout

  colour photographs, explanatory 
diagrams and fascinating text

  focused interest boxes
  cultural and archaeological 
information

978 1 43170 084 4

978 1 77584 448 8

GEOLOGy AND pOpULAR SCIENCE

Wildlife narrative

oVerKill – the race to save  
africa’s wildlife
 Describes the history and extent of human impact on the world’s 

wildlife, good and bad
 examines, in particular, the status of wildlife in africa – the 

world’s last great megafaunal sanctuary
 Questions whether africa’s wildlife has reached its lowest ebb, 

and whether it is about to witness the turn of the tide

978 0 14352 801 2 978 1 77584 461 7978 1 92054 475 1 978 1 77584 534 8978 1 77584 330 6

Issues surrounding wildlife, such as management, conservation, 
exploitation and abuse are put under the spotlight in a range of titles.

cuDDle me Kill me
a true account of south africa’s captive lion 
breeding and canned hunting industry
this shocking exposé, extensively researched with the help of an 
undercover agent and informed by key animal rights campaigners:
 tells the true story of two male lions rescued from breeding farms 
  Describes the cruelty towards, and misery of, these apex 
predators when they are bred in captivity

  Details their exploitation, first as tiny cubs for petting, then in their 
adolescence for ‘walking with’, and finally as the fenced-in quarry 
for trophy hunters

   addresses the widespread public outrage about lion breeding  
and canned hunting

978 1 77584 593 5

WILDLIFE NARRATIVE

978 1 77584 577 5

978 1 77584 513 3
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pocket guide series
Compact, pocket-size travelling companions covering the most commonly encountered 
species  READERSHIp Popular interest  FORMAT 180 x 105 mm  pAGES 144–160

978 1 77007 861 1

978 1 77584 195 1 978 1 77584 164 7

978 1 77007 887 1

978 1 77584 166 1

978 1 77584 361 0 978 1 77584 522 5978 1 77007 769 0

978 1 92057 247 1 978 1 77584 242 2

978 1 92057 202 0 978 1 77007 756 0

978 1 77007 443 9978 1 77007 706 5

978 1 77007 894 9

birDs of 
Namibia
an updated guide 
to the birds of 
Namibia, detailing 
some 350 of  
the species most 
commonly seen  
in the region

pOCkET GUIDE SERIES pHOTOGRApHIC GUIDE SERIES

introductory guides to identifica tion of family or related groups; representative common 
species featured  READERSHIp 12 and beyond; beginners and those with a budding interest 
in the particular subject  FORMAT 246 x 167 mm  pAGES 96–184 

978 1 77007 831 4 978 1 77007 832 1

978 1 86872 879 4 978 1 77007 731 7

978 1 77007 771 3

978 1 77007 732 4978 1 77007 373 9

‘What’s that’ series

52   WHAT’S THAT TREE? TORCHWOOD FAMILY   53

This family (also known as the Caltrop family) is 
represented by only one tree genus regionally – the 
torchwoods (although in the arid west there are two 
genera with quite large shrub species). All members 
of the family are characterised by having:
	 pinnately	compound	leaves	that	are	reduced	to	a	

single	pair	of	leaflets
	 stout	spines	that	are	either	simple	or	forked

The	 biggest	 tree	 in	 this	 genus	 is	 the	 Green-thorn 
torchwood	 (Balanites maughamii),	which	is	a	bushveld	
and	 dry-forest	 species,	 occurring	 in	 hot	 low-lying	 areas	
from	north	of	Durban	to	Beira	and	inland	into	Limpopo	
and	 southern	 Zimbabwe.	 These	 torchwoods	 can	 grow	
to	 be	 big	 trees,	 characterised	 by	 their	 fluted	 trunks	 and	
rounded	 canopies.	 The	 twigs	 zigzag	 conspicuously	 and	
have	stout,	generally	forked	spines	(with	one	of	the	forks	
often	longer	than	the	other).

The	 Small torchwood	 (B. pedicellaris)	 is	 a	
small	 tree	 that	 grows	 in	 dry	 bushveld	 and	 on	 alluvial	
floodplains	 from	 northern	 KwaZulu-Natal	 through	 to	
the	 Limpopo	 River	 valley.	 The	 spines	 tend	 to	 be	 robust	
and	unbranched,	and	the	leaves	pale	green	and	velvety.	

A	 similar	 species,	 the	 Angolan torchwood	
(B. angolensis),	 occurs	 in	 far	 northwestern	 Namibia	as	 a	
small	shrubby	tree	with	yellowish-green	leaves.

The	 fourth	 species	 occurs	 in	 central	 and	 northern	
Zimbabwe.	 This	 is	 the	 Simple-thorned torchwood	
(B. aegyptiaca),	which	is	a	medium-sized	tree	with	bright	
green	leaves	and	stout	unbranched	spines.

Torchwood Family
Zygophyllaceae ~140 spp. globally; ~70 spp. regionally, 4 spp. of tree

Olinaceae or Olinia spp. are endemic to southern 
and eastern Africa. Strong family characteristics 
include:
	 leaves	opposite,	simple	and	entire	with	no	

stipules
	 young	branches	squarish
	 crushed	leaves	(and	fresh	bark)	smell	rather	

like	almonds
	 fruit	has	a	circular	scar	at	the	end

Two	forest-canopy	trees	occur	in	the	Western	Cape:	
the	 Cape hard-pear	 (Olinia capensis)	 and	 the	
Inqudu hard-pear (O. ventosa).	 They	 are	 very	
difficult	to	tell	apart.	The	leaves	of	both	species	are	
basically	elliptic,	30–75	mm	long,	glossy	above	and	
dull	below.

The Mountain hard-pear	 (O. emarginata)	 is	
the	 most	 easily	 identifiable	 hard-pear	 tree	 species.	
It	 occurs	 in	 afromontane	 forest	 from	 the	 Eastern	
Cape	 north	 to	 the	 Soutpansberg.	 It	 has	 whitish	
bark	 and	 small	 neat	 leaves	 (20–40	 mm)	 that	 are	
unmistakable.	 It	 can	 be	 large	 at	 high	 altitudes,	
where	it	is	most	conspicuous	on	forest	edges.

Hard-pear Family
Olinaceae ~8 spp. globally, all endemic to our region; ~7 spp. of tree

•	The wood of most hard-pears is useful for making 
furniture. Many of the Western Cape specimens are 
multi-stemmed, possibly from coppice growth as a 
result of felling in the past.

Notes

•	The fruits, bark and leaves of the torchwoods 
can be used as a fish poison, and an extract 
can even be used to kill land snails.

•	The fruits yield good quality oil that is edible; 
when the fruits are burned, it is their oil content 
that gives the genus the common name 
torchwood.

•	The wood of the Green-thorn torchwood is used 
for making kitchen utensils and wooden bowls.

Notes

Showing the paired leaflets, the stout spines, 
and the zigzagging twigs of the Green-thorn 
torchwood. Inset: The fruit is a fibrous, 
extremely tough capsule. 

Inqudu hard-pear trees may be multi-stemmed. 
Note the roughish bark. Inset left: Twig and 
leaves. Inset right: A cluster of fruits showing the 
characteristic circular apical scars.

Mountain hard-pears can produce a large crop of 
many fruits (smaller than those of other species), 
which weigh down the branches. Inset: Detail of 
the leaf attachment showing pink petioles on small 
‘plinths’ on the squarish ribbed twigs.

A young Green-thorn torchwood 
that has not yet developed the 
fluted trunk that makes this species 
unique in the bushveld. Inset: The 
fluted trunk of an older specimen.

The leaves of the Angolan torchwood are 
greyish to yellowish-green. Note the paired 
leaflets and stout spines.

Bright leaves of the Simple-thorned torchwood. 
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978 1 77007 345 6978 1 77584 136 4978 1 77007 381 4 978 1 86872 008 89781775841654

photographic guide series
Concise photographic guides to the most commonly  
encountered species  READERSHIp Popular interest   
FORMAT 190 x 95 mm  pAGES 144 
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Venom: Harmless to humans.

Web: Ladder-like, made of 
network of irregular, cribellateG 
silk woven over the dry ends  
of twigs. 

Food: Insects.

Other genera: Archaedictyna, 
Mashimo, Shango. 

Similar species: None.

Dictyna

Family Dictynidae; subfamily 
Dictyninae.

Afrikaans name: 
Deurmekaarwebspinnekoppe.

Average size: 3–5mm.

Identification: High carapaceG, 
covered in white hairs; 
abdomenG usually decorated 
with light and dark patterns.

Habitat: Forests; 
trees, bushes, plants. 
Common in gardens.

Habits: SedentaryG 
and web-bound. 
DiurnalG. Most 
species are solitary, 
but some construct 
 communal web 
complexes. Some 
Archaedictyna live as 
klepto parasitesG in 
nests of Community 
Nest Spiders 
(Stegodyphus).

Notes: There are 
four southern 
African species in 
three genera.

Venom: Harmless to humans.

Web: Funnel web, made up of 
tubular retreat which opens out 
to form horizontal sheet. 

Food: Insects.

Reproduction: Female lays disc-
shaped egg cases in retreat 
parts of web or under rocks. 

Other genera: Agelena, 
Benoitia, Mistaria, Tegenaria.

Similar species: Wolf Spiders 
(family Lycosidae) have one  
pair of eyes that are very 
enlarged.

Olorunia

Family Agelenidae; subfamily 
Ageleninae.

Afrikaans name: 
Grastregterwebspinnekoppe.

Average size: 7–13mm.

Identification: Dark sooty-grey 
to mottled brown, with pale 
spots on long, hairy, tapering 
abdomenG. Long, slender, 
banded legs. 

Habitat: Built-up areas; in grass, 
under logs, in abandoned 
burrows of small animals.

Habits: DiurnalG and nocturnalG; 
shy and seldom seen. 
SedentaryG. Spins 
characteristic funnel 
web, which spider uses 
throughout its life, 
enlarging it as it grows. Prey 
landing on sheet part of 
web is quickly captured and 
dragged back into retreat.

Notes: There are 14 
southern African species 
in five genera. They are 
abundant throughout 
southern Africa. Olorunia species Dictynidae

Grass Funnel-web Spiders Mesh-web Spiders

FIRST FIELD GUIDE SERIES
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978 1 77584 434 1

978 1 86872 288 4978 1 77584 404 4

978 1 86872 287 7

978 1 77584 389 4

978 1 77584 479 2

978 1 77584 398 6

978 1 77584 422 8978 1 77584 416 7

978 1 77584 383 2

978 1 77584 482 2

978 1 77584 407 5

978 1 77584 412 9

9781775844877

978 1 77584 410 5978 1 92054 471 3

978 1 86872 605 9

9781775845836

978 1 92054 470 6

First field guide series
Introductory identification guides to specific animal and plant groups across a broad range of 
subjects; covering up to 60 common species AGE GROUp/LEVEL 8 years+; ideal for beginners or 
anyone with a budding interest in nature in all its forms  FORMAT 165 x 110 mm  pAGES 56

978 1 77584 386 3

978 1 77584 490 7 978 1 43170 282 4

978 1 77584 395 5

978 1 77584 411 2 978 1 77584 414 3

978 1 77584 428 0

978 1 77584 431 0

978 1 77584 496 9

978 1 77584 401 3

978 1 77584 480 8978 1 86872 601 1

978 1 77584 392 4



Woodhall’s Butterflies 
of South Africa

Insects of South 
Africa

Snakebite First Aid  
in Southern Africa
snakebitefirstaidapp.com

eTrees of  
Southern Africa
treesapp.co.za

FIELD GUIDE AppS

2322

Comprehensive, authoritative guides to species identification 
in southern Africa. Where possible, includes videos, calls, 
illustrations, photos, maps, GPS and Life List functionality. 
Available for iOs and Android.

Field Guide apps

Stuarts’ African 
Mammals

Stuarts’ Mammals  
of Southern Africa  

Wildlife of  
Southern Africa 

eSnakes of  
Southern Africa

Frogs of Southern 
Africa
frogbook.co.za

Newman’s Birds of  
Southern Africa
newmansbirdsapp.com

Sasol Birds of 
Southern Africa
sasolbirds.co.za

Sasol Birds of the 
Kruger National Park
sasolbirds.co.za

sasol begiNNer’s guiDe aPP series 

Sasol young  
Explorer App Series 
bright, accessible, fun and captivating, these apps 
introduce young children to the southern african 
animal kingdom. the apps include english, afrikaans, 
isiXhosa and isiZulu content and narration, helping 
kids learn to read and expand their vocabularies. 
recommended by the New York Times.  
http://youngexplorerapp.com/

learn interesting facts about southern africa’s animal 
kingdom with these quick and convenient apps. 
Perfect for beginners, or for people visiting the region 
for a short while. available in english and afrikaans. 
http://firstfieldguideapp.com/

Mammals / 
Soogdiere

Common Birds / 
Algemene Voëls

Wildlife / 
Natuurlewe

Mammals Frogs

FIELD GUIDE AppS



margaret roberts’ 
untimely passing leaves 
an enormous gap, but 
her legacy will live on 
in her wonderful herbal 
centre, her natural 
products, and the rich 
variety of literature  
she has contributed 
over the years.  

MARGARET ROBERTS

2524

Margaret Roberts was a well-known proponent of the use of natural products to  
enhance health, beauty and wellbeing. Her enduringly popular books offer practical 
advice on how to cultivate and best derive benefit from herbs, flowers and earth salts.

Margaret Roberts

978 1 43170 244 2

978 1 77584 204 0

978 1 77584 113 5

978 1 77007 873 4978 1 77584 037 4

978 1 77007 773 7 978 1 77584 144 9978 1 77007 774 4 978 1 77584 358 0

pLACES

978 1 77584 022 0 978 1 77584 027 5

978 0 62034 191 2 978 0 62034 190 5

978 1 43170 117 9

The history 
of Africa’s 
most 
beautiful 
garden, 
lavishly 
portrayed in 
this classic 
edition.

places

978 1 43170 245 9978 0 62061 132 9 978 1 77584 014 5

TOP 
SELLER

wilD Karoo
Documents mitch reardon’s 4,000-kilometre journey 
of discovery through this arid region. a holistic look 
at the dynamics of nature and wildlife in the Karoo, 
the book focuses on:
 local nature conservation in all its facets
  the game, large and small, plus birds, reptiles and 
invertebrates

 the landscape, geology and the arid-adapted flora
 the history and lifestyles of the people 

Compelling reading, illustrated with colour 
photographs, and includes valuable travel advice

The natural history of Africa’s wild places is explored in a variety of formats.

978 1 77584 325 2TOP 
SELLER



CHILDREN

SPEcIAL 
EDITION

CHILDREN

2726

Children
In addition to the series-style books (see pages 20–21), the children’s list is ever-growing, 
introducing nature through a variety of lively, interesting and colourful titles.

978 1 77584 292 7978 1 77584 291 0978 1 77584 290 3978 1 77584 289 7

laNDy series
a series of children’s books themed around a landrover called landy and his friend 
fender. engaging stories, beautifully illustrated, set to become bedtime favourites.

 978 1 77584 541 6 978 1 77584 674 1 978 1 77584 542 3 978 1 77584 540 9

the amaZiNg coelacaNth
a colourful illustrated children’s book, for ages 9–14, about 
the discovery of the first living coelacanth in 1938 – a fish 
thought to have been extinct for many millions of years.

read about the mystery of the coelacanth, its strange 
appearance and lifestyle, and what it has to do with 
human evolution.

this is a proudly south african story that has attracted 
world-wide interest.

978 1 77584 502 7

978 1 86872 456 7 978 1 86872 998 2978 1 86872 454 3 978 1 86872 455 0 978 1 43170 119 3

978 1 77584  214 9978 1 77007 152 0978 1 86872 736 0 978 1 43170 206 0

get bushwise
books take readers on intriguing journeys, 
introducing fascinating plants and animals; 
added ‘fun’ value in quizzes and activities

NEW –  
 August 
2018

BUmPER  
3-IN-1  

VOLUmE

978 1 77584 508 9

978 1 77584 644 4



CHILDRENCHILDREN
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colouriNg booKs
48 outlines to colour; brief text on each species; includes 
pull-out colour guide  READERSHIp 3–9 years   
FORMAT 280 x 215 mm  pAGES 48  

978 1 77007 734 8

978 1 77584 629 1

978 1 43170 016 5978 1 77584 114 2 978 1 77007 892 5

978 1 77007 515 3 978 1 77007 266 4

978 1 77584 175 3

978 1 92057 280 8978 1 77007 523 8 978 1 77007 893 2

978 1 43170 001 1 978 1 77584 627 7

978 1 43170 243 5 978 1 92057 295 2

fiND 50
fold-out fun for children as they look  
out for – and tick off – 50 well-known 
creatures/items of interest. each bright 
image is cross-referenced to a short, 
easy-to-read snippet of information.  
will provide hours of fun.   
READERSHIp 3–10 years   
FORMAT 200 x 140 mm  

978 1 77584 181 4 978 1 77584 067 1

NEW –  
 October 

2018



INcLUDES 
cD OF FROg 

cALLS

my first booK of … series
introduction to common species, visual cues to diet, size and habits.  
brief text in four languages: english; afrikaans; Zulu; Xhosa  READERSHIp 3–10 years/
starter readers  FORMAT 280 x 215 mm  pAGES 64 

978 1 77007 283 1 978 1 77007 743 0 978 1 77007 707 2

978 1 77007 213 8

Satisfy the 
curious and 
creative minds  
of young readers.

The text in four 
languages expands 
the readership 
and promotes 
multilingualism.

CHILDRENCHILDREN

978 1 77007 845 1 

978 1 77584 038 1

3130

978 1 77007 519 1 978 1 77584 158 6

978 1 77007 988 5 978 1 77007 822 2

978 1 77007 857 4

978 1 77007 542 9



JOIN OUR STRUIK NATURE CLUB TODAY

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:  
011-327 3550 or 021-460 5400

  MEDIA qUERIES: 
bvandermerwe@penguinrandomhouse.co.za

www.penguinrandomhouse.co.za

We will keep you updated with all the latest books, special  
pre-publication offers, discounts, signed copies, invitations  
to events, exciting competitions and much more.

Visit www.struiknatureclub.co.za to register, or send an email to  
bvandermerwe@penguinrandomhouse.co.za with ‘Struik Nature Club’  
in the subject line.

Use your smartphone or 
tablet to scan this QR 
code to access the Struik 
Nature Club website. Scan 
the code with a free QR 
Code Reader downloaded 
from an app store.

Nature Posters
these colourful educational posters make beautiful wall hangings, and are ideal gifts 
for young nature-lovers. excellent aids in a classroom, home, nature centre or library.

978 1 77584 380 1978 1 77584 379 5 978 1 77007 892 5 978 1 77584 381 8


